Name

Nick Banks

Email

banksy1982@gmail.com

Mobile Phone

203-914-2284

Position(s) I am
interested in running
for:

Treasurer
Secretary

Please write a brief
statement regarding
what your impact
would be if elected to
the position.
(Treasurer Jr. Golf /
Fundraising)
(Secretary Club
Relations / Thank
Yous)

I wish to become elected as your next Treasurer
or Secretary, because I am confident I can
continue the level of service expected as a board
member. It is an honor to apply and it would be a
privilege to improve on those who have stood on
the board before me. I have been in the section
for 10 years and I am proud and aware of the
importance of standing on the board. I promise
to help improve each positions responsibilities
and act of the feedback from my peers.
As treasurer I believe I can help junior golf.
Junior golf is referred to as the future and my
focus would be to encourage all assistants to be
involved in it. PGA junior league in my opinion
should be at every club by the end of the
season. This program doesn't just provide juniors
another activity, its a platform to make better
golfers in a fun way. Whether you are an intern
or teaching professional none of us are above
junior golf. As treasurer I plan on embracing
instruction and junior golf for maximum
involvement. The fundraising part is for us the
Assistant Professional's.
As Secretary I believe as I have stated before
that I wish to provide either a paperless post
thank you to show our gratitude, rather than
writing out a thank you prior to playing. A thank
you should be sincere and we should know why
we are thanking the clubs senior staff. Having
time to reflect and an alternative could provide a
more gracious response and could in turn allow
us on courses of higher profile.
I appreciate your time in reading my application.
Regards
Nick Banks, PGA
St. George's Golf & Country Club

